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Introduction.
This thesis consists of a discussion of the order
Chiroptera as a whole, with special emphasis placed on those
qualities or habits of the various families which tend to ren-
der them desiraDle or undesirable from, the human viewpoint.
To simplify the task somewhat and to effect greater clarity
in presentation of subject m.atter only three types of bats have
been included:
1 st Those which feed on blood and flesh,
2 nd Those which feed on fruit,
5 rd Those which feed on insects.
An attempt is made to point out the almost universal
aversion to the Chiroptera, and the injustice ena absurdity
of this aversion in practically all cases.
The beneficial qualities of the order are related,
in the hope that they will be found numerous enough to justify
the initiation of protective measures for bats, at least for
the insectivorous groups.
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Superstitions Concerning Bats.
It is a fact that for rv.&nj centuries the Chiroptera
were fearea and avoided as har^iful animals by rnost people,
rlurrans in general being ouite conservative Dy nature, the atti-
tude or Qistrust in respect to this order is pernaps Dasea on
its lack of confor^rity to any of the coiT!i^on animal types. The
oat seems to oe either a bird with hair and teeth, bringing
forLh its young alive, or a m.ammal with ^langs, ana the general
aspect and nabits of a bird.
The average layman, according to Anthony (li?idb),
regards tne bat as an animal to oe avoidea at all "cimes. It
is accused of carrying inject pests and possessing tendencies
to become entangled in women's hair. Although, in comrron with
the birds they have true flight, yet they bring forth and nour-
ish tneir young like TTiammals. A person without biological back'
ground is, therefore, often undecided as to how to classify
the£.e aniTr'{:.ls.
Artists and writers have used bats for centuries to
signify all things evil and wicked. Devils are often portrayed
with the vings of oats, ana a bat snown at the moutn of a cave
usually represents the entrance to neli. A whole family, tne
Embalionuridae, nave been ro nt'^ed, says bhufeldt (1917), be-
cause tney seem to live only in ancient sepulchers and cate-
conbs. The bat in mentioned in the Bible in three places but
11
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is cglled "unclean" in each. (1).
Shepsrone (ISlo) believes that bat& gave Vergil txie
idea of harpies, creatures that had the faces ox wo^en and the
wings and claws of birds. The Saxons, according to the sar-e
writer, ftalled the bat the "'rere mouse", the wora being aerived
froi" her an, to r^ove, and mus, a »'^ou?e; the r"Ous6 that moves
the air with its wings. This tevrr is still used in heraldry
to signify a bat on a coat of armSi Trie "cerr flitter-mouse is
sometimes usea to signify e bat,
Dawson (1925) has traced tne history of tne use of
tne bat in n-edicine ana ha? found ooth the products of the
animal, sucn as its urine, faeces, etc., tiid parts of, or the
whole animal itself, used in ancient prescriptions. These
products and parts have been used in combination with a wide
Variety of substances including frankincense, lizard's blood,
the gall of a fish ( Cyprinus niloticus ) , the juice of wild rue,
thistle, oil of iasmine, the burnt heads of swallows, hone^
,
adders, earthworms, sucking-wr elns
,
hog's grease, stag's m.ar-
row and the thigh bones of oxen. The maladies for which such
prescriptions were given included trachoma, snake bite, ant
poisoning, poor sight, gout, paralysis, asthma, and hypochon-
dria .
(1) Leviticus, litx-i cnap., 19th verse.
Deuteronomy, 14th chap., 6th verse.
Isaiah, 2nd chap., 2otn. verse.

Dobson (167G) found tlit; bat being used for medicinal
purposes in Polynesia end India. Bat's blood rubbed into the
loDes of the ears was supposed to strengthen them. The wings,
crushed and mixed witn cocoanut oil, made an excellent hair wash
believea to prevent tne hair from falling out or turning grey.
The distinction oetween the meaicai &iiu. raa^j-cal use
of Dats it not clearly aefined. All medical uses of cne Chir-
ontera were based on superstition or pure imagination, witn
only an occasional testimonial of a cure whose occurrence was,
unaoubtedly, purely a coincidence.
Magically oats or parts of tnem_ were usea as charms
or curaes in the ages auring which witchcraft flourished. They
were utilizea Dy Shakspeare's witches to prepare Macbeth 's curse
in the work of the same name. The passage containing the des-
cription of the concocting of the evil charm is as follows:
"Fillet of a fenny snake.
In the Cauldron boil snd bake;
Eye of newt and toe of frog,
Vvool of Dat ana tongue of dog,
Adaer's fork and Dlind Worm's sting.
Lizard^s leg ana owlet's wing.
For a cnarm of powerful trouble.
Like a hell-broth Doil ana oubole." (1).
(1) Shaktpeare, ',.
.
Ibb2. Macoetn. Act IV, Scene I, 11. lia-19.
William L. Allison ana Son, N.Y.
;j
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The Chinese, according zo Shepstone (1^13), have many
quaint ideas relative to the Chiroptera. They call the Dai: the
heavenly rat, the flying rat, or the night swallow. Ihey oe-
lieve that it flies hepd downward because its brain is so heavy,
and that it lives to a very great age because it has the habit
of swallowing its oreatn. In contrast to other peoples who look
at the Dat with fear or disgust, the Chinese have adopted it as
tneir erriDle-^ of hapt iness, A aymbol consisting of five Dats
is callea wee fuh, or tne ''five happinesses',' which everj^one is
supposed to desire. These are wealth, health, goodness, long
life, and a peaceful aeatn. A graceful way of wishing a guest
gooa luck in China is to have five bats depicted on tne Dottom
of his teacuD.

Classification of the Order Chiroptera.
Linnaeus (1758) listed only seven bats ana placed
them all in the order Primates under the genus Vespertilio .
Blumenbach (1788) seems to have been the first to recognize
the bats as a separate order, applying to them the name,
Chiroptera, and placing them fifth among the orders of mammals,
(zoldfuss (1S20) divided the fourteen species of tne oraer into
four families, while Gray (1621) arranged tnem in two sub-
orders, each having two families as follows:
Order Chirop tera
Sub -Order I Pructivorae
Family 1 rteropidae
Family 2 Cephalotidae
Sub-Order II Insectivorae
Family 1 Noctilionidae
Fam-ily 2 Vespertilionidae
In this instance the order is suDdivided on the Dasis of feed-
ing habits.
The system of Gr&y modified only slightly by Gill(187S)
and Dooson (1875) is in use at the present time. Additions
have been made quite regularly to Lhe list of known forms com-
prising the order however. In ly07 Miller was of the opinion
that at that time there were about 900 species comprising 173
genera and 36 families and sub-families. He estimates that
1I
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when all the members of the order are classified there will de
over 20C0 forms.
In his monograph Miller, like Gray, divides the order
into two sub-orders, but differfa from him in basing the divi-
sion ohiefly on morphological differences. The two sub-orders
|
the Megachiroptera and the Microchiroptera are further divided
into seventeen separate families as follows:
Order Chiroptera
Sub-Order I Megachiroptera
Family 1 Pteropidae
Sub -Order II- -Microchirop t e ra
Paraily 1-—-Rhinopomidae
Family 2— -Emballonuridae
Family 3—
-
-Noctilionidae
Family 4— -Nycteridae
Family 5 -Megadermidae
Family 6—-Rhinolophidae
Family 7— -Hlpposideridae
Family 8— -Phyllostomidae
Family 9— -DesmodontIdae
Family 10-- -Natalidae
Family 11— -Puripteridae
Family 12---Thyropteridae
Family lo— -Myzopodidae
Family 14— -Vespertilionidae
Family 15---Mystacopidae

Family 16 Wolossidae
I'he following is a list of ten well known families
with the common names by which tney are designated in sub-
sequent chapters;
Pteropidae Fruit bats.
Rhinopomidae Mouse -tailed bats.
Emballonuridae-Tomb bati.
Hoctilionidae—Fish-eating bats.
Megadermidae— -False vampire bats,
Ilipposideridae-Leaf-nosed bats.
Phyllostomidae-American leaf-nosed bats.
Desmodontidae—Vanpire bats.
Vespertllionidae-Typical bats.
Kolossidae -Free-tailed bats.

General Anatomy of the Ghiroptera-
The marnraalian attri'b-ates of the Ghiroptera are many.
Bats laving forth their young alive and nurse them hy milk from
thoracic, post axillary mammary glands. They also possess hair
red blood corpuscles without nuclei, and pentadactyl appendage
which, although highly specialized for flight, contain all the
essential features of the hand of a primate.
There is some difference of opinion as to the precise
origin or phylogenetic line of descent of the Ghiroptera.
Allen (1939) believes that the immediate predecessors of the
bats v;ere terrestrial mammals which adopted first arboreal,
then leaping, and eventually, flying habits, ^'lying squirrels
and cobegos represent, in his opinioh, transitional steps in
the metamorphosis from a land animal to an aerial one. Liiller
(1907) is of a somev;hat contrary opinion, and maintains that
the Ghiroptera had their origin in the looene period directly
from some unknown type of reptile that aspired to safe aviation
rather than cra\"7ling, walking, or running.
V/ilder (1875) in discussing the wing of the bat
writes: "This organ is a monstrous hand at the end of a vigor-
ous arm, which is ridiculously short, but a hand all the same.
One can only speak of wings by a stretch of language for
the sake of facility and ease. They have phalanxes and
r
bones softened as if by their exaggerated growth, their joints
more or less flexible in every way, v/nose equivalents are
foimd, reduced to proper proportions and governed oy a
felicitious rriuscular mechanical system, in the hands of men
Bad apes. There is really a prehensile organ, atrophied by
giganticitim." (l)
The various membranes which contribute to the bat's
flying ability are called patagia. The patagia, according
to Allen (183o) are found in tne intervals between the greatly
elongated phalanges of the anterior appendages. They are two
layers in thickness rrith a slight space between the layers.
Cranially they extend to the neck and caudally to the sides
Ox the body and outer surfaces of the pelvic appendages. Tlie
membrane ends caudally anywhere between the knee and ankle,
specific differences being numerous. The space between tne
pelvic appendages is usually occupied by an interfemoral
membrane which is quite variable in size. It is sometimes
absent out when present it unites with the tail.
Allen (1695) uses the term, propatagium to designate
the membrane connecting the forearm and neck, endopataglum
for that connecting the upper arm and body, mesopatagium for
thpt connecting the forearm, and body, and ectopatagium or
dactylo-patagium for that connecting the phalanges. At the
(1) Vifilder, B.G.
1675. Bats and Tlieir Young. Pop. Sci., (77), p. 541.
1r
r
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present time the terms (l) plagiopatagiiajn for the membrane
connecting the fore and hind limbs, uropatagium for that
I
connecting the tail and hind legs, and chiropatagium for the
one foumd between the phalanges are is use.
i
j
The unl'oldlng of the wing, as Allen (1893) describes
it, tends to pull the posterior limbs forv;ara and tenses the
uropatagium. The entire limb is turned around and the foot
has its plantar surface forward.
Various cartilaginous structures assist in the
support of the memorane. The interfonorai membranes of all
•bats except the Pteropidae and Hhinolophidae have a supporting
I
calcar, a special cartilaginous process from, the tarsus. In
, Nycteris the terminal joint of the tail is spatulate.
The sternum, consists of three parts which Allen(l893
names the "presternum", mesostemum, and metasternum, Tne
prosternvun is broad and massive and is keeled, while the
mesostemum and roetasternum are narrowed. Miller (1907)
names the three divisions of the sternum the presternum,
mesostemum and "xiphisternum" , According to this author the
bones of the sternum are relatively large and very lightly
built in proportion to their size. They have large m.arrow
Cavities. The clavicles articulate with the presternum.
(1) Plath, O.E.
1959, Mammalogy Lecture at Boston University,

According to Miller (19C7) the scapula is large
and oval in form. Its surface is diviaed into three secondary
surfaces set at slight angles with each other. The spine is
short and moderately high, wi th a large, strong acromion.
The coracoid process is large and usually curved outward, but
sometimes it is straight and directed inward. The curved
clavicle is about equal in length with the scap\ila or the
longest ribs, its shaft is somewhat compressed. The articu-
lation of the clavicle with the enlarged, horizontal, anterior
lobe of the prestemiim is by a broad surface from which the
clavicles project upward and outward over tne tnorax nearly
at right angles with each other.
According to the same author the length of the ribs
gradually diminishes to the second. Between the second and
the unusually shortened, thickened first the reduction is
much m-ore noticeable, producing a break in the otherwise
uniform series. The vertebra to which this rib is attached
is usually free, both anteriorly and posteriorly, but it
frequently becomes fused witii the last cervical verteora.
These two vertebrae, togetner with the first rib, are so
intimately associated with the stioulder girdle in the changes
it undergoes that they may be considered as forming part of
it. Thus the wings are provided with a firm unyielding
fulcrum against which to deliver their stroke.
The costal cartilage is described by Allen (1893)
as being relatively inelastic and having a tendency to
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Calcify early. The chest is rigid and the ribs often become
firmly attached to the spine and sometim_es to eacn other.
Respiration is therefore, of necessity, carried on mostly by
the diaphragm and flank muccles.
ity, consists of a narrow rod-like ilium. The pubis is
usually present in the males but is lacking in all fem.ales.
Although the innominaue oone is in most species distinct from
the vertebral column, there is a tendency for the ischial
tuberosity to approach the vertebral column.
ing an amazing degree of differentiation in zne various species
of the order. The milk teeth, never more than 22 in number,
differ considerably from those of the permanent dentition.
I'hey are usually slender, minute spicules, whose only function
is probably to aid the young in clinging to the mother during
flight. Their peculiarities of size and form, together with
the very early development of ihe permanent dentition, pre-
clude all possibility that the milk teeth can be vised in
m.8Stication. The nearest approach in bats to the typical
complete dentition of the mammals--that is, a set of 44 teeth,
is a set of 38 lacking one upper Incisor and one upper and
one lower premolar. The smallest number kno'vn is 2C. Between
these extremes occur 50 dental formulae representing totals
of 24, 26, 2C, 30, 3^, 34, aJid 56.
The innominate bone, according to the same author-
Killer (1907) describes the teeth of bats as show-
The simplest ears, according to Alien (1SS5), are
1«
found in the Pteropidae and Rhinolophidae which -us-aally have
no tragi. The remaining families have an excessive develop-
ment of the auditory organs. The expanded auricles in some
cases extend downv/ard and forv;ard on the upper parts of the
neck to the mouth or chin. The pinnae are sometimes joined
above the head and extend toward the snout. The tragus,
T/hich varies consideratly in form, arises from the ridge in
front of the auditory meatus. It connects the inner and
outer auricular "borders .
The same author reports that akin glands are found
in the side of the face, directly back of the muzzle. In
some species there is a sac on the v/ing membrane which yields
a fetid secretion. This probably is protective in nature,
tending to repel predatory animals. The mammary glands of
which there are one or two pairs are thoracic and post axillary
They are found in the same relative position as are those of th
primates. The mammae are relatively large during the
lactating period, when the nipples project above the bare
alveolar space, ^t other times the gland is greatly reduced
and the nipples are covered by hair on the bat's chest.
Allen (1893) describes the hair as being arranged
in a definite manner. The v;ing membranes are usually bare.
The uropatagium has a denser coat of hair on the upper than
on the l0";er surface, '.'arts (verrucae) containing bristles
(setae) are found on the face and interfemoral membrane in
many species. The head, neck, shoulders, rump, pubis, and

under surface of the "body all have a distinct texture and
shade of hair. The structure of the hair differs from the
usual elongate, cylindrical type found in mammals. It is
composed of overlapping segments. Manby (1933) describes the
hair of an Algerian bat ( Minopterua ) as resembling the serrate
antennae of insects.
Most bats are small, delicate creatures but they
have a relatively big chest capacity, a strongly developed
heart and large lungs-- a triple fitness for flight. All of
the Ghiroptera are built on the same essential quadruped
mammalian plan. Bats are easily recognized, and distinguished
from their fellow mammals, by their ability to fly.
f
Reproduction and Elbemation.
According to Williams (1928) bats hibernate in
countries having a cold winter oufc are usually active the year
round in warmer countries. In those species of the order
Twhich hibernate the problem of reproduction is closely inter-
twined with that of hibernation. There is at present consid-
erable difference of opinion as to the chronological position
of the various events in the reproductive cycle.
Matthews (1937) who experimented with Rhinolophidae
and Vespertilionidae makes the following rather commonly be-
lieved statement: "As is well known, bats copulate in zae
autumn, but ovulation and fertilization are delayed until
spring, the spermatozoa oeing meanwhile stored in the gene-
talla of the female during winter." (1) If this view is
correct, the same spermatozoa which are received in tne fall
copulation are aljle to survive the winter montns of hiberna-
tion, and retaining their vitality, fertilize the ova in tne
spring.
Ilsjnlett (1935; states that Minopterus ^ one of the
Vespertilionidae, does not have this storage of sperm. It
breeds in the autumn and pregnancy lasts through the winter.
(1) Matthews, L.H. I
1937. The Form of the Penis in the British Riiinolo-
phia Bats, Comparea with That in Some of tlie Ves- i
pertilionid Bats; and the Female Sexual Cycle in thel
British Horse-shoe Bats. Trans. Zool. Sec, London.
(23)^ p. 222.

In some species a second copulation has been
observed in the spring. Tadarida cynocephala was observed by '
Sherman (1957) and Myotis /yrisescens was observed oy Guthrie
(1935), to have copulated a second time. These observations
have led Guthrie (1955) to believe that the spermatozoa re-
ceived by the female in the fall copulation play no part in
tne fertilization of the ova.
The sperm, of the fall copiilation can not fertilize
any ova at that time since, according to Gates (1957) and
Guthrie (1933), ovulation does not begin until the following
spring. Ihis precludes the possibility of a partly developed
foetus being subjected to the rigors of a parental hibernation,
! The parent too is saved the tax on its stored supply of nour-
1
i
ishment which gestation would entail,
Spermatozoa were found in the female genital tracts
|
of only five individuals of a large colony of Tadarida cyno -
j
cephala examined in Lne spring of 193S by Sherman (1957). He
believes that, in this species, the spermatozoa v/hich fertil-
|
ize the eggs are not the same ones which are received in the
fall copulation, out others received after the animals term-
inate their period of hibernation.
Gates (1957) discovered a email colony of Eptesicus
f. fuscus and captured one female on April 21, 1956, and ten
|
more on May 9th of the sam.e year. All were in advanced stages
|
of pregnancy. The 11 females gave birth to 25 young, all of
which were boi*n within a 48 hour period. He concludes from

this that the sperm received at the fall copulation were re-
sponsible for the pregnancy of these bats. Every member of a
colony, hibernating together in close association would be
subjected to approximately the sane environmental conditions.
Since ovulation is initiated, on the termination of hiberna-
tion, by the 'varmth of spring, it would occur simultaneously
in all members of a given colony. Since all the young were
born within such a brief period the ova of the females must
have been fertilized simultaneously by sperm received at the
fall copulation, or else, ail the bats copulated at the same
time, in the spring, which condition is highly improbable.
In Rhinolophus ferrum - equlnum insulans and R
.
hippo-
i
. . i
sideros minutus , Matthews (1957) observed a hyaline plug, the
core of which contained a mass of spermatozoa which completely
!
filled the vagina of the female. A corpus luteum and blasto-
cyst were developed before the plug disappeared. The sperm
taking part in the fertilization in this case, must, therefore,
have been introduced into the female genital tract the pre-
ceeding fall, since it would have been physically impossible
for the animals to copulate successfully before the disappear-
ance of the plug.
Extensive experiments on cave bats ( Myotis grises -
cens) were carried out by Guthrie (1955). This worker chooses I
to Call the winter copulation "atypical", and believes tnat
the spermatozoa received in the spring fertilize the ova.
ahe maintains that all of the spermatozoa introduced in the
rf
21
autumn ana the excess from the spring copulation are in part
ingested by leucocytes and in part eliminated through the
vagina by muscular movements of the tract.
Eartman (1933) found that in Miniopterus schreibersil
and Nyctinomus mexicanus copulation, ovulation, fertilization
and parturition all occur in the spring. There is only one
brief reproductive period, after which the genital organs of
both sexes atrophy \mtil the following year. This condition
is limited however to a few species, and most hibernating
species have more than one copulation a year. Hartman (1953)
believes that the low boay temperature of oats (4*- lO^C.) and
the immobile state in which the spermatozoa are kept during
hibernation would keep them alive during this period. He does
not believe, however, that the identical spermatozoa which the
female receives during the fall copulation fertilize the ova
in the spring, but new ones received at that time. Sperm may
be kept uninjured, according to this worker, for as long as
seven months, in the epididymis of the male.
It is eviaent from the instances cited aoove, which
are only a few of many, that contradictory opinions exist.
dome of these seem to be based on insufficient observations,
and at times conclusions as to the reproductive cycle of all
hiDemating bate are arawn from experiments performed end
oDservations made on only one or a few species.
The only way in which positive proof, as to whether j
or not the spermatozoa which the females receive at the fall
rr
22
copulation ar« those which fertilize the ova, the following
spring, could be obtained, would be by the isolation of
females immediately after the initiation of hibernation.
Observations could then be made as to whether or not any
young are born witnout further copulation. If such an experi-
ment were performed it vrould have to oe repeated for all
species of hibernating bats, before any general conclusions
could be drawn.
Johnson (1953) tried to keep a colony of hibernating
bat2 until the following spring, without success. lie
attributes their death to an inability to attain the degree of
torpidity which they would have reached under normal condition^
in the wild state. The rate at which vital physiological
functions were carried on was too high, and consequently, theii[
stored energy was exhausted before the period of hibernation
was completed.
Individuals of Myotis lucifugus kept at room
temperature and fed regularly by Crriffin end Welsh (1957) did
not hibernate. Their body temperat\ire remained close to normal
and they slept between periods of activity Just as in summer. '
Evans (1954) described the hibernation of a colonv
I
of Dro/.n bats of the species Myotis lucifugus and Eptesicus f
,
fuscus. The Dats clung by the claws of their po£>terior
appendages to tne uneven surface of the roof of a large cave.
A few hung singly but most of them were found clorely packed
together in large aggregations. In some cases tney clung to
fii
one another in clusters four to six layers deep, the layer
nearest the roof supporting the v/eight of the entire group,
Campbell (1925) believes the high ceiling of a cave '
in vmich bats roost is the principal reason why it is inhabitecl
t
I
oy them, since the height affords natural protection from wild
|
animal?. Low roofed caves never contain bats even if located
in the face of high cliffs and inaccessaoie to carnivorous
animals. An inherited protective instinct may be involved in
this habit of the order.
Among the various European species of bats, according
to Thompson (1918), single births are the rule with twinning
the rare exception. The American species have been observed
however to give birth to three, four, and even five young at
a time. The sexes live apart in separate colonies coming to-
gether only to allow pairing. There appears to be no court-
ship or display whatsoever,
'I'he young are very large at birth and in seme species
according to Bailey ilv'db)
,
weigh a quarter as much as the
mother. They are naked and of a pinkish color.
Hahn (1908) found it difficult to count the rate of
respiration during hibernation in Kyotis lucifugus
,
Pipis-
trellus subflavus
,
Myotis suolatus
,
Eptesicus fuscus
,
Cory-
norhinus macrotis , and IVfyotls vellfer , Tiie oody movement was
extremely slight and almost Imperceptable . The usual rate was
60 inhalations per minute but at times they were observed ^o
apparently stop entirely for periods as long as 4-g- minutes.

Hahn however is not positive that the inhalations actually
ceased but there was no visible body movement during these
periods. These quiescent periods were followed by a few
convulsive inhalations and then a relatively high rate for a
short time.
Observations were made by Evans (1956) on hibernat- i
ing bats of the species Sptesicus fuscus , Myotis septentrional ia
^
Myotis lucifugus , and Fipistrellus subfl&vus . He describes
an alternation of three to eight minute periods of "apnea",
or partial suspension of breathing, with breathing periods
of three minutes or less at the rate of 25 to 5C inhalations
per minute,
^
Myotis lucifu/^us
,
Eptesicus fuscus, and Pipistrellus '
subflavus were observed by both Evans (1958) and Rahn (1908)
•
The longest period of apnea observed by Hahn was 4i- minutes
as coT'^pared with 8 minutes by Evens. In addition Evans ob-
served respirations as low as 25 to 50 inhalations per second
while the lowest rate observed by llehn was 50 inhalations per
minute, Tliese differences observed in identical species were
most likely due to differences in the degree of torpidity
attained by the bats at the time of observation. The observa-
tions were made in different years, and most likely at temperaj
tures differing by several degrees.
The length of the period of gestation varies in
different species. Sherman (1937) believes the period to be
ten or eleven weeks in the free tailed bat ( Tadarida cynocep -
1f
25
hala) . Verteuil and Urich (1955) report that the length of
time required for gestation in the Deswodontldae has not been
positively deterrnined, but that it is not less than three
months. Breeding takes place all year round in this family.
In Tadarida cynocephala and Myotis 1^, lucifue^is the
female was observed by Sherman (1957) to give the offspring
no aid whatsoever at birth, ahe remained neutral in regard
to them., not assisting, but yet not preventing them from,
nursing. She did not consume the placentia or even sever the
umbilical cord, which broke off at the umbilicus after two
days. This worker is of the opinion that neglect of the off-
spring is limited to the two species just mentioned.
Examples of maternal protection ajid aid are num.erous
In 1950 Sherman observed parturition in ?,!yotis austroriparius
(Rhoads). In this case the placentia was pulled out Dy the
teeth of the mother and eaten. About a quarter of an inch of
the cord v/as left attached to the young. The mother formed a
sort of pouch, with her interfemoral and alar membranes, into
which the young crawled as soon as they were born,
Ratcliffe (1951) reports that bets cling to the
mother as soon as they are born. The claws of the hind feet
assist them but tneir most tenacious grip is obtained with the
mouth on one of the teats of the mother. Miller (1907) be-
lieves that the only function of the milk dentition is to aid
the young in clinging to their parents,
aince the Chiroptera build no nests, the young cling
i
to the body of the mothei- when in fligiit. When they rest,
according to Ratcliffe (1951) they are folded under her wings
with easy access to her manmiary glands. Development is rapid
from birth ana they are able to care for themselves in two or
three weeks. Bailey (1937) found a female ( Nycteris cinera )
which had oeen grounded by the weight of two young. These
together weighed 26^ more than the mother.
Two examples of whaL ne chooses to call the
"maternal instinct" in bats are given by Phillips (1927), The
species observed was the dwarf pipistrelle ( Pipistrellus m.
mimus ) , Phillips on two different occasions cnanced upon
young oats which had evidently lost their grip on the body of
their parents, Ke cared for each until it was reclaimed by
another fully grown bat. The mature bat alighted close to
the young one, allowed it to attach itself, and then flew off.
There is no proof that the bat which rescued the young one was
its mother in either case yet Phillips states: "In Doth these
Cases the mother would appear to have been guided to its off-
spring by some sense of which we are ignorant or else,
alternatively by a wonderfully developed sense of amell or
hearing." (1)
(1) Phillips, W.W.A.
1927. The Maternal Instinct in the Dwarf Pipistrelle
^-^^^^ mimus ) . Journ. Bombay Wat, Kist,
Soc, (o<i) , p,215.

Plight of Bets.
The various species of hats differ widely in the
manner and skill ^vith v?hich the 7 fly. Hett and Dollman (1956)
describe the flight of the Horse-shoe bats as a sort of glide,
on broad wings. This species usually executes a soirersault
in the air as it settles in an inverted position on its roost.
The Noctule, ?dth long, narrow wings, flies like a hawk.
Daubenton'b bat skims the surface of ponds, feeding on low
flying insects and occasionally drinking as it flies. The
Pipistrelle has a fluttering flight. Narrow wiiigs signify
rapid flight, whereas oroad wings indicate a slower rate,
according to Allen (1895).
A comparison was made by Poole (1956), of the wing
ratios of bats and birds. Only the strictly aerial birds were
used in the comparison. In both birds and bats there was
found to exist a definite relationship between body v/eit^t
and wing area. As the body weight increased the relative
wing area decreased in all cases. Wei^t for weight, however,
the wing area of the bats far exceeded that of birds. The
golden crowned kinglet, with a viring area of S.S7 sq. cm. per
gram, had the highest, while the old squaw, with only 0.55
sq. cm. per gram, had the lowest ratio among the birds.
Among the smaller bats, Myotis keenii septentrionalis had a
ratio of IS sq. cm. per gram, and Myotis sublatus leibii had
a ratio of 19.50 sq, cm. per gram, more than double that of
*1
the highest ratio round in birds. Only the large, swift fly-
ing bats with narrow wings, such as the Pteropldae, had ratios
close to those of the birds. Poole believes tn&t this gen-
erally nigher ratio of bats is useful and necessary to enaole
tne Dats to carry tneir young in flight.
Although in msnj respects their flight is inferior
to tnet of birds, Anthony (1925) believes that the insectiv-
orous Dats cannot be equalled in their perfect control. They
have been observed to check their flight instantly and change
airection in any plane. This superiority of tne bats is
attributea by Anthony to a fundamental difference in their
flying mechanism. The vane-like arrangerrent of the feathers
of a Dird's wing allows a part of the air to slip througii,
whereas tne membranous structure of the bat's wing is air
tight. In addition, tne flying mecnanism of tne Dat is not
limited to the anterior appendage Dut includes the tail and
body membranes as well. This "air tight'' feature of the bat*s
flying me»»ibranes mpkes possible their a"ocarently erratic, but
actually extremely precise flight.
borne of the insectivorous bats prefer migration to
hioernation. Nycteris borealis has frequently been observed
flying southward in the daytime, according to Anthony (1925).
Ritciiie (1927) reports that tney have not oeen known to cross
any wide ocean stretches but they have been observed in mass
flights twenty miles from iana. The weaker flight of Dats
places tnem more at the mercy of strong winas than are Dirds.
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Bats which migrate to England from the continent are be-
lieved, by Ritchie, to be aided by the prevailing winds.
Although several American species of bats are foiind on the
Bermudas, 600 miles from the mainland, they may have been
carried there by ships.
The little brown bat ( Myotis lucifugus j, the Geor-
gian bat ( Pipistrellus subflavus ) , the Say bat ( Myotis sub -
latus), the large brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus ) , the big-
eared bat ( Corynorhinus macrotis ) , ana the large-winged bat
( Myotis velifer ), are believed by Hahn (1908) to travel five
or six hundred miles twice a year.
Ratcliffe (1931) observed major seasonal migrations,
as well as small local mass movements, governed by the food
supply, among the Pteropidae.
As a result of extensive banding studies Griffin
(1956) found evidence of homing among North American bats.
They often return to the same caves to hibernate and may
roost in the same places during successive summers. It is
Griffin's belief that several species of Myotis and even
the smaller species of bats sometimes make long migratory
flights.
The numbers involved in some of tne mass movements
of bats are almost inconceivable. Chasen (1951) reports an
instance in which they emerge daily, from a cave at Gomantong
(North Borneo), in a steady stream a few feet wide, for
nearly an hour. A placara at the entrance to the Carlsbad
•*
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Cairem states that the United States Biological Survey
estimates the colony of bats housed there to number approxi-
mately o,UO0,O00. Allison (1957), by a rather complicated
but apparently accurate mathematical computation, obtained
8 figure three times as great, or 9,000,000. The entire
colony leaves the cavern daily, in twenty minutes or less.
They form an animate cloud large end dense enough to be
visible two miles away.
The return of the bats is as spectacular as their
departure, Campbell (1925), in describing this phenomenum,
says: "They are sometimes so high as to be entirely out
of the range of vision, but when over the cave they drop
down with frightful velocity; they close their wings, per-
mitting gravity to accelerate the velocity of their descent,
and, when near the mouth of the cave, they gradually open
their wings, to begin arresting their flight, and come down
in a zigzag manner, something on the order of a tin disc
sinking in water, then aart into the cave," (1)
It is a well known fact that most of the insect-
ivorous species of bats capture ana consume their prey on the
wing. The insects are caught, Poulton vl5'<J3) reports, with
their teeth, 'ihe interfemoral membranes are often used to
temporarily hold the captured insects.
(1) Campbell, CA.K.
1925, Bats, Mosquitoes, and Dollars, The Stratford
Co,, Boston, pp 56-57.

Sherman (1955) reports having shot a Seminole bat
( Lasicurus seminole ) which had. a cricket clamped between its
teeth. The cricket was of a species ( Gryllis assimilis
variant pennsylvanicus Burmeister) in which flight is wholly
impossible. The bat, therefore, imist have swooped down with-
in s few inches of the ground to capture tne insect. It is
highly improbable that it would have been capable of capturing
this insect by any other means.
Those bats which skim low in their search for food
or drink have occasionally been trapped by artificial devices,
Huey (1936) found two specim.ens of the desert pallid bat
( Antrozous pallidus ) caught in mouse traps intended for
small rodents, A rather unique method for capturing these
low flying bets was devised by Borell (1957), A large water
tank with fine wires strung a few Inches from tne surface oi
the water was set out. As the bats attenpted to skim the
surface of the water they struck the wires and fell into the
tank, from which they were easily procured. In all, S9 bats
were ootained by this means by Borell, The species captured
incluaed Tadarida mexicana , Antrozous £. palliaus , Eptesicus
fuscus palliaus
,
Myotis sublatus melanorhinus , and Pipis -
trellus hesperus maximus ,
McCann (1954) witnessed an Indian vempire bat
V Megaderma lyra ) successfully pursue a pipistrelle about a
room, finally capturing it. The vampire was about to leave
with the smaller bat, when, being frigntened by the observer.
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it dropped its prey and fled,
Antnony (1926) says: "It is quite likely that
bats depend very little upon the visual sense, either for
securing prey or for finding their way about.
Bats frequent caverns the deepest recesses of which
are never visited by a single ray of the weakest light ""(l)
They are enabled to do this, Anthony believes, because of the
development of an infinitely sensitive tactile sense. He
believes that this sense may differ sufficiently from the
usual majTimalian sense of touch to warrant its being classed
as a separate vibratory or pressure sense. The receptors of
this sense, according to Anthony, are located on the nose,
face, ears, and volar mem.branes. The differences in air
pressure and vibration are believed to make the animal aware
of the nature of objects in the vicinity.
Maxim (1912) postulates a "sixth sense" for the
insectivorous bats. He believes that the ears, tragi, wings,
and shield, when present, are the seat of almost infinitely
sensitive tactile organs. The bat in flying, causes atmos-
pheric waves of too low a frequency to emit any sound, out,
nevertheless, governed by the same laws as sound waves. These
waves strike all surrounding oDjects, and in a modified form,
are reflected back to the supersensitive organs of the "sixth
(1) Anthony, H.E.
1925. The bat. A Much Maligned and Little Understood
Mammal. Nat, Hist., li,Y, p.£)CS.

sense" of the animal, enabling it to know Just as much aoout
its environment as any other animal having excellent powers
of vision.
The eyes, external ears, and tragi were removed
from several specimens of Myotis lucifugus , Pipistrellus
subflavus, Ttlyotis subiatus
,
Epx:esicus fuscus
, Gorynorhinus
macrotis , and Myotis velifer by Hahn (1908). Such operations
made no appreciable difference in the bats' ability to avoid
fine wires and otner obstacles placed in their path. The
number of collisions was approximately the same whether
normal animals or mutilated ones were used. In evaluating
his work Hahn said; "The experiments show that bats were able
to avoid objects when flying, but that avoidance is not com-
plete. Several senses may be of use in perceiving obstacles,
and air currents perhaps guide the animals to some extent." (l)
Seccombe and Dollman tl93G) report that insectiv-
orous bats in captivity ignore an insect, no matter how dose,
as long as it remains silent. It is the belief of Pittman
(1924J that the tragi of Oats may catch the air vibrations
Caused by the fluttering wings of insects, and thus inform
them of the whereabouts of their prey.
The inaudible notes em.itted by bats were investigat-
ed by Pierce and Griffin (1938) in an attonpt to determine
(1) Hahn, W.L.
1908. iSome Habits and Sensory Adaptations of Cave-
InhaDiting Bats. Biol. Bull, (lb), p. 166.

whether they were In any way related to the ability of the
animals to fly. The notes were found to be of a frequency
of approximately 48,000 cycles and they occurred at the rate
of about ten per second. Normal bats and one blinded one
( Eptesicus f . fuscus ) flew about a room undisturlied by the
artificial reproduction of their notes. There was no con-
fusion of their obstacle avoiding ability evident. Pierce
and Griffin, therefore, are of the opinion that the supersonic
notes emitted by bats may be call notes or alarm signals of
some sort, rather than any obstacle avoiding mechanism.

Gruano Production by Bats,
According to Camptell (1925), in the tropics and
semi-tropics , where "bats congregate in vast nnrabers , they
supply one of the richest of all fertilizers. The "bat guano
collected "by the natives in great quantities is so strong that
it is sometimes necessary to mix it with large quantities of
other substances before it may be used with safety. In the
V/est Indies and other warm countries one may frequently see
pack trains of donkeys coming from the bat caves , loaded down
with guano.
G-ile and Carrero (1918), state that bat guano has
been obtained from caves in the southern United States, most
islands of the West Indies, Brazil, Uruguay, the Philippines,
Marianas, the Federated Malay States, India, Transvaal, Sgypt,
Italy, Sardinia, southern France, the shores of the Mediterran-
ean, and Austria-Hungary,
Tadarida mexicana , the Mexican free-tailed bat, was
studied by Campbell (1925), It is a famous guano producing
species of Mexico and the southern United States. Members of
this species comprise the majority of the inhabitants of the
Carlsbad Cavern in southeastern New Mexico. Their habits of
roosting in enormous colonies in caves and buildings has given
them a special value in the production of great quantities of
tc
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The estimates of one hundred thousand tons of guano
tsicen out of the Carlsbad Cavern seer^i not too high according
to Bailey (1925), Most of this has been snipped to the
California Fertilizer Company at San Bernardino, California,
and sold at prices ranging from $20 to f'/5 a ton. The average
value determined by an analysis of 247 sam.ples of bat guano
taken from the limestone caves of Porto Rico was f7,14 per ton,
Tnis analytical survey was performed oy Gile and Carrero (1918)
There was considerable deviation from the average. The range
extended from a minimum of no value at ell to a maximum of
|47,60 per ton.
Sometimes the accumulation of guano in a cave catches
fire, producing what is called a "smoke hole", Campbell (19'<cJ5)
states that most of the caves inhabited by large colonies of
bats in southern United States have been on fire at least once.
This results in a layer of ashes, sometimes fifteen feet deep,
largely composed of nitrates, nitrites, and saltpetre. Spon-
taneous combustion of the decomposing guano hastened by moist-
ure which has found its way into the caves is the cause of the
fires, When the fires die out, sometimes only after months of
smouldering, and the cave cools off, it is usually reinhabited
by bats, rhe bats seem, to prefer caves which have had a fire.
It is obvious that large colonies of bats are a
distinct economic advantage because of their guano production.
It is maintained by Miller (1926) and Campbell (1925), both of
/horn have had experience with artificial bat roosts, that the

revenue from the sale of the guano deposited by the bats will
in time pay for the erection and maintenance of the roost and
yield a profit besides. This may be true in som.e cases out as
a general statement it is a gross exaggeration. If an artifi-
cial bat roost were inhabitea by a good guano producing species
such as Tadarida mexicana, and if the demana for this type of
fertilizer were sufficient, it might prove profitable; but the
element of chance is too great to recommena the building of
artificial bat roosts solely as an economic venture.
1i
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Parasites of Bats,
Stiles and Nolan (1930) stated that: "The habits
of bats are so totally distinct from those of man that as
far as known, they do not play much of a role in connection
with the diseases of man." (1)
Many persons are of the belief that the common
bedbug (Cimex lectularius ) is distributed by bats, Marlitt
(1919) observed, however, that in traveling the distance
from their caves to suitable feedLng grounas, Dats in
southern United States often seek shelter under the loosened
bark of dead cottonwood trees. Here are fo"and the immature
stages of an insect parasite of the bat (Ardus ) which very
closely resembles the human Dedbug but is not closely related.
Although other species of the genus Cimex have been found
both upon the bats themselves and inl'esting their roosts,
£. lectularius has never been founa in connection with them.
Campbell (1925) reports that in his bat roost at Mitchell *s
Lake, Texas, in ^^ich are housed hundreds of thousands of
bats, there has never been found a single human bedbug.
Anthony (1925) admits that the Chiroptera are
(1) Stiles, C.W. and Nolan, M.O.
1930. Key Catalogue of Parasites Reported for
Chiroptera (Bats) with Their Possible Public Health
Importance. Nat. Inst, of Health Bull., (155) p.5u8«
rc
often hosts to parasites, out aaas that these, when present,
are usually or a type peculiar to the Chiroptera alone. He
is of the opinion that those few forms common to both men
ana bats would not leave the bats to parasitize man if given
the opportunity.
While studying the hibernation of Myotis velif er
incautus and Corynorhinus rafinesquii pellescens Sprague (1938
observed that their stomach contents were made up partly of
hair identical to their own. Both species were heavily
parasitized with bat-flies (Streblldae) and mites. He explainls
the presence of the hair in their stomacns oy the theory that
the various individuals of a bat colony feed on the parasites
of one another and in so doing unavoidably consume some hair.
Of 1655 species of parasites reported for the
Chiroptera by Stiles and Nolan (1950) only IC are also para-
sitic on man. The possibility of their transmission is very
si i gilt.
Those species parasitic on both man and the bat
are the following:
Leishmania donovani
Trypanosoma gambiense
Treponema duttoni
Cysticercus fasciolaris
Porocephalus crotali
Argas vespertilionls
Ixoaes reduvius
rr
Ixodes rlclnus
Derroacentor anaersonl
Dermacentor reticulatus
Hyalomma aegyptlum
MlcrotromPidliim pusillum
Cimex plplstrelli
Cimex rot^andatui3
Leptoclmex boueti
Loxaspls barbarus
Ceratophyllus pialllnae
Xenopsylla cheopis >

Bloodsucking and Flesh Eating Bats
The Desmodontidae, or bloodsucking bats, accoraing
to Stiles ana Nolan (195C), attack various animals, including
man, to oDtain blood. Although the wounds themselves may not
be very serious they are sites of possiole infection,
Ballou (1919) describes the bloodsucking mechanism
as consisting of two large projecting upper incisors which
work perfectly with two lower incisors . These, with the
lancet shaped superior canine teeth, are all sharply pointed,
and so arranged as a whole as to make a triple puncture, like
that of the leach. The tongue is capable of a considerable
extension from the mouth and is furnished at its extremity
with a number of papillae or nipples.
According to the same writer, these bats are exclu-
sive to South Am.erica, The forms from which they have evolved
or any related forms have never been found either among the
Chiroptera of the present day or in fossil remains, Tneir
kinship to other members of the order is oased on a few minor
characters only. The Phyllostomidae, a North American family
having small leaf noses, seems to De their nearest relatives.
Miller (1907) reports that tne Desmodontidae have
little, if any, relationship with the fruit eating and insect
eating oats except in outward appearance when in flight, and
in the naDit of all bats of hanging up by their hind claws
j1
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when at rest,
Ditmars and Czreenhall (1935) oelieve that the
extremely intestiform stomach of the Desmodontidae is highly
specialized for rapid assimilation. This fact together with
their specialized dentition and ability to crawl rapidly
about make Ihem especially suited for a sanguinary aiet.
Concerning the method of progress, other than flight
of the vampires Verteuil and Urich (1955) have the following
to say: "Most bats when on the ground shuffle along with
outstretched wings, which they use for locomotion; but
Desmodus is an expert walker ana progresses on all fours. The
thumb is long and is provided with pads wnilst the feet are
flat. Its wings fold very compactly close to the body in
umbrella-like fashion, so that the fore limos are in this way
wonderfully well aaopted for walking." (l) This method of
progression is undoubtedly very useful to the vampire in
walking over the body of a sleeping victim in search of a
suitaole place in which to inflict its wound.
Experiments were performed by King and Saphir (ly37)
in an effort to ascertain whether or not the saliva of the
Desmodontidae contained an anticoagulant. Wo\mds equal in
size to those inflicted by the bats were made in live fowl,
(1) Verteuil and Urich
1956. The Study and Control of Paralytic Raoies
Transmitted by Bats in Trinidad, B.W.I. , Trans. Roy.
Soc. Trop. Med. hyg., London. (29). p.^'^S,
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rabbits, guinea pigs, and goats. Similar coagulation periods ,
I
were found for the injuries caused by the bats and those P
artifice lly produced. No evidence was found to indicate the
presence of an anticoagulant. King and Saphir believe that |
the copius flow of blood from the wounds is due to the massage
they receive as the Date feed.
Dunn (1952) was the first to observe that the
Desmodontidae do not suck blood but lap it up as it flows from
the wound.
Verteuil and Urich (195G; report that in Trinidad,
vampires have been proved to be the transmitters of paralytic
rabies to hvimajis. ITie mortality rate for human infection is
100%, Although the disease is known to occur among cattle in
Central and South America, Its occurrence among humans for
some imknown reason has not been found other than in Trinidad,
Since the range of the known transmitters (the Desmodontidae)
is a v/ide one, these authors maintain that definite aggressive '
measures should be adopted to exterminate this family of oats.
Ades aegypti mosquitoes, the transmitters of the
Causative organism of yellow fever, were ooserved by Kuimn(l93id]|
to feed on Desm.odus rotundus as well as Molossus rufus and
Molossus obscurus
. Experimentally attampts were made to
transmit yellow fever virus to these three species of bets
bj allov;ing them to be bitten b^^ Ades ae:--:>T"^"*- « attenpts :
were ujisuccessful in all cesec, Dewraodus rotimduc^ was, howeveij.
Capable of immediate mechanical transmission, "The bats were /
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kept in individual oages and allov/ed to feed one after another.
First, the aource-of -virus animal was put into each cage. The
bats were pretty well starved and very soon started to feed.
They were allowed to take hlocd for about five minutes , and
then, the source-of -virus monkey was removed and was replaced
by a normal animal. The bat completed its blood meal on the
normal animal." (1) In two experiments in which not more than
one minute elapsed between the feeding of the vampire, first,
on an infected, and then on a non-infected animal, the non-
infected animal contracted yellow fever. Zumm believes that
the three species of bats mentioned above and possibly a few
other species, although not containing the yellow fever virus,
may serve as food reservoirs for Ades aegypti .
Dunn (1933) captured a group of 34 bats in tanama.
Of this group seven were of the species, rhyllos tomus has tatus
panamensis , while 27 smaller bats were of the species iiemiderma
perspicillatum aztecum . ^Shortly after being taken all the bats
were left in a single cage overnight. The next day only eight
bats were alive. The Phyllostomus had killed all but one
Hemida'm and that sole survivor was so badly mutilated that it
too soon died, in captivity the Phyllostomus were voracious
feeders, consuming mice completely. Their digestion too was
complete, since the only solid matter found on thoroughly
macerating their fecal pellets was a few hairs, -liven the bones
Kumm, H. W,
1932. Yellow Fever Transmission iixperiments V/ith Bats.
Ann. Trop. Med. Parasit., Liverpool, (26), p. 211.
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were digested.
Dunn (1933) states that Phyllostomus hastatus
j
panamensis and Megaderma lyra are the only two species of bata
;
with carnivorous habits. Burt (1932), however, presents
conclusive evidence that Pi z onyx vivesi . as well as the
Hoctilionidae , are fish eaters, Dunn perhaps makes the usual
clerical distinction between fish and flesh meat in neglecting
'\ to classify these as carnivores.
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Prugivorous Bats.
The Pteropidae, the single I'ejniiy in the bub-oraer
Megachiroptera, the Trembers of which are coirr^only knovm ss
flying foxes, ere wnolly frugivorous. According to ohe older
classification of Gray (IS'^l) the sub-order in which this
famil^y was placed was called Fructivorae. They are structur-
ally the largest of ell che Chiroptera. 'Vlliiams (ly^S) re-
ported tnet soT^e species of ziie Indo-Malayan region have a
wing expanse exceeding l-g- ireters. They are confined in tneir
distribution to the tropical and euD-tropical regions of the
Old Worla and to Tropical South America eccordinif; to Hett and
Doiiwan (lyo6). The nar^e, flying fox, is appropriate since
their head closely resemoles tnf I of a fox (Plate IV).
Flying I'oxes ere nocturnal and gregarious. They
hang fron trees oy tne ciav/s of their feet and soTnetirres by
hooks on their wings during the day. In tneir usual method
of roosting they give tne trees the appearance of having a
foliage of peculiar large, dark colored leaves. Ratcliffe
(1931), who maae an exhaustive study of the flying foxes for
tne Australian C-overnr^ent
,
says taat these ag-regstions are
known as 'cemps". When a cajnp is once selected by trie bats
it ic usually occupied regularly, unless tney are copipeliea
to &bandon it by sor^e unf PVorebl'=^ environ^entei circuTnst cnce
which may develop.
. Some cejnpc in Australia neve ueen occu-
piea continuously for more tn^n five dec-df^s. The cp'^ps

themselves are enormous, consisting of hundred.3 of tnousends
of individuals and occupying areas up to five square miles or
more, in favorable locations.
According to tJ-ie same vyfriter nearly all cultivated
tropical fruits are attacked by at least one species of flying
fox. Those knovm to be eaten are; all pome, stone, and citrus
fruits (even lemons, Seville Oranges, and grape-fruity, grapes,
mangoes, bananas, figs, custard apples, "sour-sops", paw-paws,
grenadillas, passion fruit, persimmons, loquats, guavas, and "
mulberries. The flying foxes do not actually eat the fruit
but merely crush it, extracting the liquid and spitting out
the fibrous matter.
The mandible, according to Ballou (1919), has an
irregular row of teeth and is slender and weak. It is operat-
ed by rather poorly developed jsw muscles. Tliis author states
that: "The canine teeth are fairly long, rather dull, and
often round in the transverse section, fit for wrenching off,
cutting open fruits, or holding them in the mouth during flight.
The cheek teeth, with crowns often narrow, are rather degenerate
and are chiefly of assistance in separating the pulp from the
fibre, as in mangoes, or in squeezing out juices from the
pulp. Their fooa requires little or no mastication. The
very extensible tongue is beset on top with guatatory and
tactual papillae. The latter are often arranged in a patch
near the top, tridentate and stiff enough to serve as a rasp,
helpful in gathering pulp and juices from inride the fruits
r!
after tneir outer cover hss been torn. In some species juices
are also £uckea Dy means oi' extensive pouches underneath the
lips." (1).
Ballou (1919) and Mc Cann (1951) are of the opinion
that the sense of smell is very important to the flying foxes
in locating their fooa. Attention is callea to tne fact that
in nearly all the fruit bats the nasal region is extremely
long with well develo"oed ethmoids as a special provision for
the higiily sensitive organs of smell. Large olfactory lobes
are present indicating tne importance of this sense to them.
Mc Cann (1933) observed tne flying fox ( Pterorus
gjg.anteus ) feeaing on the nectar of tne Dlossoms of tne Silky
Oak ( Grevillea robus ta , A. Cunn) . This tree is not truly an
oak but one of the Proteaceae common in Australia. The animal^
had been observed hovering about the blossoms of the tree oy
many observers and were generelly believed to oe feeding on
them. Mc Cann noticed, however, that even after numerous
repeated visits there was no decrease in the numoer of blos-
soms, iie snot many specimens of the oet involved ( Ptero-nus
glganteus ) ana iuund traces of notning otner than nectar in
j
tneir stomachs and intestines. lie concluded tnerefrom tnat j
this species may live for weeks at a time on nectar alone.
(l) Ballou, W.h.
1919, The Vampire Bat., Scl. Am., (120), pp. 266-
rw
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On Trlcroscoplc exanins tion, pollen obtainea from the fece and
wines of tne bats Droved to be znpt fvorr the Dlobsoms of
I
!
Grevillea roDusta. Since in obtaining the nectar tne Dsts
necessarily brush their pollen covered faces against the
|
anthers and stigmas of the blossons ana since they successive-^
ly visit many blos^-oms on different trees, Fc Gann believes
tnat cross-fertilization is accomplished in this way.
Tne sarne worker, two years earlier (1951), observed
similar phenom.ena with a different species of bat and another
tree. In this instance the short-noted fruit opt ( CynoDterus
sphinx ) f ea on trie nectar of the sausage tree ( Kigelia pinnr- ta j
L).C.). Gross fertilization was accomplished in tne same man-
ner as in the Sillcy Oak,
Ratcliffe (1931) believes "blossom" to be the prin-
cipal food of all species of flying foxes in Australia. rxis
use of the term blossom is ratner ambiguous since he aoes not
state wuetner the animals merely obtain the nectar or actualxy
j
confcuine the flowers. Flying foxes ere known to feed on tne
"blossom" of mpny species of trees including bluegum { Eucal -
j
yptufc tereticornis ) , spotted gum (E. riacula ta ) , lemon-scented
gum (E. citriodora ) , white gum (E. alba ) , bloodwood (E. cor-
ymoosa ) t olackoutt (E. pilularis ) , iron bark ( E. paniculate
et spp. ali
r
j , Moreton Bay Ash (E. tepselaris ) , box (E. heml -
phloia ) , strlngyberK (E. acmenioides ) , a messmate (E, clodz-
lana ) , woliybutt ^E. longifolia ) , apple ( Angornora suoveiuc -
ina), cabbage or sugar gum trees (A. lanceolata j , tea trees
11
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(Melaleuca spp,), turpentine ( Syncarpia laurlfolia ana hlllll )
,
the black bean or Koreton Bay Chestnut (Caatanosueruir' australe )
,
Banksla aemula and Integrlfolla , Bauhlnla hookerl and mistle-
toe ( Loranthus spp.j.
The economic loss to fm.it gjpowers, at first glance,
would seem to justify any atte^^pts to exten^inate the fpmily
Pterouidae. They are not, however, entirely harmful.
Anthony (1925) states: "The fruit-eating bate transport seeds
and serve ar a factor in the distribution of plant life," (1),
The seed thus distributed rapidly produces new trees in such
favorable environment. Many valuable fruit trees have their ||
origin in this way. Katcliffe (1951) believes the flying foxes,
in the West African rein forest region play an important part \\
in the propagation of the fig and guava. Evidence has also be
|
I
been presented by Mc Cann (1931 and 1933} and Ratciiffe (1931)
;
ii
proving that they are important factors in the cross-fertiliza
tion of many important tropical trees. As the result of a
survey made by Ratciiffe (1931) it was found that none of the I
larger fruit growers of Australia consider the flying fox to
be a serious economic menace to their industry. Ho agitation
against the flying fox had its origin with or was seriously
^
supported by any of the fruit growing interests,
j
Anthony, H. E,
1925, The bat, A Much Maligned and Little Understooa Mairanal.
Nat. Eist., N.Y,, (25), p. 570.
j

Insectivorous Bats.
I
j
All non-tropical North American bats are Insectiv- I
orous according to Bailey (1925) and Sheiirian (1955). Camp-
j
Deli (1925) states that all bats are insectivorous except the
relatively few flesn eating and Dlood sucking species, bailey
(1925) believes that bats are as important in the control of
nocturnal insects as are birds in the control of the diurnal
ones. In most instances the insects serving as food for bats
are aerial but there are numerous cases in which terrestrial
insects are eaten.
j;
Chesen (1931) reports having obtained fragm.ents of
Orthoptera, Hemiptera, and Coleoptera, from the stomach con-
tents of Hlnposideros oiadema. Lepidontera, Hemiptera, Car-
abidae, Tenebrionidae, Blattidae, and Pormicidae, were recog-
nized in tne stomach contents of Riiinolophus creaghi and
Hipposiaeros galerita . Poulton (1929) made a survey of the
feeding habits of British insectivorous Dats. Plecotus auri tus
preys on moths; the Greater Horse-shoe Bat on oeetles and
moths; Leister*s Bat on Diptera, cadais-flies
,
moths, and
beetles; the Pipistrelle on Diptera and moths; the Serotine
Bat on cockchafers and moths; Daubenton's bat on caaais-flies
;
the ^/Vhiskered Bat on moths, Ephemeridae and Diptera; Natterer'a
Bat on small Diptera and motns; the Lesser riorse-snde Bat on
small Diptera and moths. A Barbastelle kept in captivity by
Potilton picked house-flies ofr the ceiling and aevourea them
1•
]
r
during flight.
Mystacops tuberculatus , a species formerly believed
to be extinct, has been found by Steaa (ly56) in New Zealand,
This species feeas on aboreal insects, and is able to climb
aDout trees in pursuit of its prey, using its foldea wings as
legs.
Campbell (l9id5) was of tne opinion tnat oats would
prove to oe a valuable factor in the eradication of malarial
moaquitoes, Artifical "bat roosts" were ouilt to attract col-
onies of bats. In answer to the protests of some authorities
that Dy conserving bats tney would become a nuisance m a
com.munity by their enormously increasing numbers, something
like the pest we nave in the English Sparrow, Campoell (Is^S)
points out two very pertinent facts concerning the order:
1 st Bats are oniy too glad to nave a home wnere
conoitions are to tneir liKing v/nere tney will remain,
2 nd Unlike tne English Sparrow tney are all in one
place, tne roost; and if it should oecome advisable to kill
tnem off, it woula oe an easy m.atter to aestroy taem.
Howard (1920), Storer (1926), ana Stiles and Nolan
(1931), are of the opinion tnat bat roosts are of little or
no value in malaria control since Taaarida mexicana, tne
species of bats occupying the roosts constructed in southern
Unitea States is not known to feed on DiDtera to any great
extent. The value of bats as destroyers of harmful insects,
however. Is not denied, for Storer {±'^20) states: " I tnink

we may safely infer tnat the Dats are an agency among several
in keeping down tne numoers of insects." (1). Stiles axio.
Nolan (lycO), although doubting trie utility of artificial
roosts state: "UnaouDtedly, nany Dats do devour insects, in-
cluding mosquitoe§. I'hus they are doubtless one of the several
factors in nature in decreasing the nosqmto Dests.'' (2).
Miller (1928) recomrnends the use oi errifical Dat
roosts as a supplement to sprays in the control of tne cod-
ling moth. He states tnat tne Keliey-Price bat colony at
that date (1926) was being used with satisfactory results for
the third successive year. In ly27 the orcnard protected by
this roost proQuced a crop of 15,242 boxes of apples. Of
this amount only 17 ooxes were ruined Dy the larvae of tne
codling moth.
Accoraing to CampPeii the city of San Antonio affordt
ed tne Chiroptera the first official protection they had ever
been given by passing a city ordinance (li^l^) im.posing a fine
of fro^ five lo five hundred dollars for the killing of bats.
In l^lo the Texas State Board of Health recommended state-
wide nat protection to zhe legislature and laws co this effect
(1) Storer, T.I.
1926, Bats, Bat Towers, and Mosquitoes. Journ.
Mammal., (7), p. 69.
(^) Stilep, C.VV. and Nolan, M.D.
1951, Key Catalogue of Parasites Reported from Chirop-
tera (Bats) with Their Possible Puoiic Health Import-
ance., Wat. Inst. Health Bull., Wash., (155), p. 6Ub
11
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were soon passed.
In viev' of the proved benei'its aerived frorr large
colonies of insectivorous bats, chere is a aefinite need of
more 'videcpread diffusion of information concerning the value
of these creatures. Mammalogists in narticular snould mske
every effort to oring about protective legislation.
rr
i
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Sumin.ary •
The Chiroptera have oeen associated with many
strange superstitions, most of them evil and arousing fear
in simple and unscientific peoples. The habits of the order
are perhaps responsible for most of the associations with
things evil, liie extreme departure of tnis anim.al from all
orthoaox mammalian structural features has contributed to
tneir disfavor among all peoples.
Miller (ly07), whose classification is the most
complete, estimates that in all there are aDout 20u0 species,
half of which have yet to be classified. The phylogenetic
position of the bats was for some time uncertain. ViHien first
recognized as mammals they were listed under the Primates,
but it was not long before they were recognized as a separate
order. Trie order has since been divided into suborders and
families, and at present ?Tiller recognizes seventeen families
The anatom.y of the order is considei-ed with the
idea of describing a typical bat, rather tnan relating any
definite specific differences. The pentadactyl appendages,
sternum, shoulder girdle, ribs, scapula, dentition, bone struc
ture, membranes, and glands are all considered and briefly
described.
The important question stili unanswered, in regard
to the reproauctive cycle of hibernating bats, concerns the
precise manner In which fertilization takes place. There is

usually copulation and insemination in tae fall, but whether
the spermatozoa of this union, or those impltinted tVie follow-
ing spring, ere the ones which unite with the ovp, has yet to
be deterrr'lned scientifically. The young are relatively very
large pt birth and are carried about by the rother until they
reach maturity, ihe young, like all other m6mr.^als, are nour-
ished from mammary glands,
I'he degree of torpidity reschea by nibernating bats
is apparently influenced by climatic conditions. Periods of
apnea, in which respiration is suspended or at least reduced
to such an extent as to De unobservable, as long as eight
minutes, have been reported.
The available evidence seems to point to the exis-
tence in the order of an extreme development of the sense
of touch, which enables some species, even though blind, to
fly about with perfect ease, apparently full^^ familiar with
their environment.
As fliers bats do not compere with birds in speed
ana endurance, but some species are able to outmaneuver them.
Homing and migration have been observed in some species of
the order.
The Desmodontidae are the only family having a
strictly sanguineus diet. This family, occurring only in
j
Tropical America, attacks mammals and even sleeping humans,
but the damage they do is relatively insignificant,
Prugivorous bats, found chiefly in Australia, ere
11
1
1
1
1
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usually believed to be a serious problem lo the fruit grow-
ers. An extensive government survey has proved that tnese
bats, instead of threatening the fruit industry, are defin-
itely beneficial in the propagation of certain trees.
The insectivorous bats feed on many different
species of insects. Although a few of these species preyed
upon are beneficial to wen, the grester m.ajority are narmful
.
since the economic advantages connected with bats greatly
outweigh the disadvantages, they should, excepting the rel-
atively few harmful species, be given protection.
I1
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